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Abstract
Some loops with cross-iteration dependences can execute in par-
allel by pipelining. The loop body is partitioned into stages such
that the data dependences are not violated and then the stages are
mapped onto threads. Two well-known mapping techniques are
fixed code and fixed data; they achieve high performance for load-
balanced loops, but they fail to perform well for load-imbalanced
loops. In this article, we present a novel hybrid mapping that elimi-
nates drawbacks of both prior mapping techniques and enables dy-
namic scheduling of stages.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Programming Tech-
niques]: Concurrent Programming – Parallel Programming

Keywords pipeline model, mapping, multi-threading: dynamic
scheduling

1. Introduction
Pipelining a loop is an attractive technique to parallelize some
loops with cross-iteration dependences. The key idea is simple:
the loop body is partitioned into a number of stages, such that
each stage consists of a sequence (block) of statements. That is,
the overlapped execution of stages of different iterations results in
pipeline parallelism.

We denote the k-th iteration of stage Sn with n ≥ 1, as Sk
n and

say a stage Sn depends on stage Sm if there is an iteration j such that
S j

n uses data generated by Si
m for some iteration 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Loops

that can be mapped onto a linear pipeline must satisfy the constraint
that no stage Sn depends on a later stage Sq with n < q, i.e., earlier
iterations of subsequent stages Sn+1,Sn+2, ...,SN are not allowed
to generate data for Sn. The constraint that stages cannot depend
on data generated by subsequent stages imposes rules for the code
partitioning, and it may be necessary to merge computations into a
single stage to meet this requirement. Every stage of a loop that fits
the pipeline model is independent of all subsequent stages, in the
sense that the result produced by a stage is unchanged if we omit
the execution of subsequent stages for all iterations.

A stage can be characterized as either parallel (P) or sequential
(S). A parallel stage Sn depends only on prior stages Sm of the
same iteration with m < n. A stage Sn is sequential if S j

n depends
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on Si
m, with m≤ n and 1≤ i < j. Thus, a stage with cross-iteration

dependences is always sequential.
We assume that every stage Sn depends on the stage Sn−1 for

n > 1. Thus, the stages of a pipeline constitute a chain of stages,
and all stages of the same iteration necessarily execute in-order.
Moreover, a sequential stage Sn always executes in-order, i.e., the
stage Si

n must complete the execution before the stage S j
n can start

the execution for 1 ≤ i < j. On the other hand, a parallel stage Sn
may execute out-of-order, i.e., a stage S j

n can start and complete
the execution irrespective of whether the stage Si

n has started the
execution for 1≤ i < j.

Previous research efforts presented two ways to map pipeline
parallelism: the fixed code mapping and the fixed data mapping
techniques [1]. With fixed code mapping, each stage is assigned
to a different thread. Hence, each thread executes only one stage
of the loop body and executes this stage for every iteration. With
fixed data mapping, entire loop iterations are assigned to threads,
and thus all threads execute the same code, but for different itera-
tions. The fixed code and the fixed data mapping for the first three
iterations of a loop that follows the S→ P→ S pipeline pattern are
presented in Figure 1a and Figure 1b.
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(a) Fixed Code
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(b) Fixed Data
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Figure 1: Mapping of the S→ P→ S pipeline pattern.

The PS-DSWP [4] and LBPP [2] techniques implement the
fixed code and fixed data mapping, respectively. The execution
of the parallel stages may be performed by multiple threads, and
both techniques assign the work of the parallel stages to threads in
round-robin order. Round-robin scheduling introduces low over-
head and performs well for load-balanced loops. However, it
presents poor performance for load-imbalanced loops, since the
workload of a load-imbalanced loop may significantly vary for
different loop iterations.

To address the needs of load-imbalanced loops, we present a
novel hybrid mapping that unifies the fixed code and fixed data
mapping techniques. The hybrid mapping eliminates inter-thread
synchronization dependences encountered for the fixed data map-
ping by adopting aspects of the fixed code mapping. This hybrid
mapping creates the opportunity to use efficient dynamic schedul-



ing on load-imbalanced pipelined loops. Moreover, the hybrid map-
ping eliminates drawbacks of the earlier mapping approaches that
lead to loss of parallelism.

2. Background and problem statement
Dynamic scheduling can significantly improve the performance of
load-imbalanced pipelined loops as it is driven by the actual ex-
ecution time of a stage. However, the out-of-order execution of
the parallel stages makes the in-order execution of the sequential
stages quite complicated, and the use of a different scheduling pol-
icy for the fixed code and fixed data mapping is not straightforward.
Navarro et al. [3] presented two ways to realize dynamic schedul-
ing on pipelined loops: a) oversubscription and b) work-stealing.
With oversubscription, the number of threads is significantly larger
than the number of cores and the overall performance depends on
whether the operating system scheduler utilizes the resources. Un-
fortunately, a large number of threads introduces significant over-
head. Work-stealing is attractive in many dynamic schedulers, but
the data dependences between pipeline stages may introduce rather
high overhead for fine-grained loop iterations.

Previously published pipelined benchmarks [2, 4] contain com-
binations of sequential and parallel stages: six of them follow the
S→ P→ S pattern, one follows the S→ S→ P, three follow the
S→ P, and four follow the P→ S pattern. That is, many bench-
marks contain an S stage at the end, and all of these are essentially
special cases of the S→ P→ S pattern. Therefore, we focus here
on the S → P → S pattern and explain why the use of dynamic
scheduling is not straightforward for the fixed code and fixed data
mapping.

Fixed Code drawback: The communication among threads that
execute successive stages is achieved using queues, where the input
queue for each stage is the output queue of its predecessor stage. A
sequential stage is executed by a single thread and a parallel stage
may be executed by multiple threads. There exist two possible im-
plementations for inter-thread communication. There is either a sin-
gle queue or there are multiple queues between a sequential and a
parallel stage. In the case of a single queue, the fixed code mapping
introduces the same inter-thread synchronization dependences pre-
sented in the fixed data mapping. For this reason, we assume mul-
tiple queues for the fixed code mapping, as presented in PS-DSWP.
Thus, every thread that executes a parallel stage preserves its pri-
vate input and output queues. That is, a thread iteratively executes
the first sequential stage and enqueues data in the input queues of
all threads that execute the parallel stage. However, the data are en-
queued in round-robin order, and thus, load balancing is not guaran-
teed as different threads may execute at varying speeds. Once data
have been enqueued in the input queues of the different threads,
dynamic scheduling can be achieved with work-stealing. To avoid
the overhead of a work-stealing solution, the thread that executes
the first stage must take into account the progress of the threads
that execute the parallel stage before data are enqueued in the input
queues of those threads but any such feedback violates the sim-
ple pipeline structure. Therefore, the drawback of the fixed code
mapping is that it decouples the first two stages of the S→ P→ S
pipeline pattern.

Fixed Data drawback: All threads of the fixed data mapping ex-
ecute entire loop iterations, and thus, dynamic scheduling can be
achieved by distributing the loop iterations to threads at run-time.
That is, if a thread completes an iteration, it can start the execu-
tion of a new iteration, ignoring the progress of the other threads.
However, this is partially true, since a thread cannot complete an it-
eration unless all threads that execute previous iterations have com-
pleted. This happens as the last stage, which is sequential, must be
executed in-order. Hence, the drawback of the fixed data mapping
is that the last two stages are not decoupled.

3. Hybrid mapping
All the pipeline patterns presented in Section 2 are simple and can
be handled similarily as the S→ P→ S pattern. As explained, the
fixed code mapping cannot readily implement dynamic scheduling
since it decouples a sequential and a parallel stage at the beginning
of the loop. On the other hand, the fixed data mapping cannot
readily implement dynamic scheduling since it does not decouple a
parallel and a sequential stage at the end of the loop.

A novel hybrid mapping makes dynamic scheduling possible by
unifying the fixed code and the fixed data approaches. The hybrid
mapping is similar to the fixed data mapping, but it eliminates the
inter-thread synchronization dependences of the fixed data map-
ping by decoupling a sequential stage at the end of the loop and by
assigning this stage to a single thread. Therefore, the drawbacks
of the fixed code and fixed data mapping that prevent dynamic
scheduling are eliminated. The hybrid mapping uses ticket-based
synchronization to ensure the in-order execution of the sequential
stages. A thread iteratively obtains a ticket number and executes an
entire iteration except of the last (sequential) stage. A thread that
reaches the last stage does not wait for other threads to complete
previous iterations, but it inserts the data for the last stage into a
priority queue. The key of the element is the ticket number of the
iteration, and the insertion can be done in an arbitrary order, ignor-
ing the progress of the other threads. The hybrid mapping for the
first three iterations of a loop that follows the S→ P→ S pipeline
pattern is presented in Figure 1c.

4. Concluding remarks
The hybrid mapping enables dynamic scheduling of load-imbalanced
pipelined loops by unifying the fixed code and fixed data map-
ping. It avoids the problems caused by oversubscription and work-
stealing. To summarize, the hybrid mapping makes the following
contributions:

a) reduces the explicit inter-thread communication (using queues)
introduced by the execution of different stages by different
threads (fixed code drawback);

b) avoids the unnecessary execution of a sequential stage at the end
of the loop by multiple threads (fixed data drawback);

c) overcomes the drawbacks of prior mappings that prevent the
efficient use of other scheduling policies beyond round robin
as a result of (a) and (b) (fixed code and fixed data drawback);

d) enables dynamic scheduling of stages (fixed code and fixed data
drawback).
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